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About Patterns 
 
 
 
This book contains experimental and 
conceptual poems I have composed 
and revised between September 2007 
and February 2014. 
 
Parking Lot’s grids are essentially 
blacked out from my oldest poems, 
then arranged into different 
manifestations of the “phrase matrix” to 
invite alternative readings down the 
page, diagonally, column to column, or 
to otherwise present an orderly 
arrangement of visual text. 
 
“Lacuna Zirconium,” “GagaQueue—
RamsesEntrance,” “Master Slave,” and 
“03112013” rely heavily or entirely on 
rearranged phrases/individual words 
emitted from random text generators. 
 
“Prove That You Are Human” derives 
solely from isolated online CAPTCHAs 



 

 viii 

(images of internet text used to confirm 
that the user is not a bot) reloaded for 
about 15 minutes. The frequency with 
which each phrase repeats in the poem 
remains faithful to the amount of times 
each phrase appeared when reloaded, 
but the order has been rearranged for 
poetic effect. 
 
The final piece “/thesis museum/” is a 
compilation of thesis sentences lifted 
from every review, response paper, and 
term paper I submitted and still possess 
from my entire undergraduate career at 
UCLA. Each sentence was taken from 
one essay; any similarity or apparent 
continuity between sentences is purely 
coincidental. 
 
 
AJ Urquidi 
February 2014  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is nothing in poetry that will remind 
me about the world 
There is a constant retrogression, and this 
is not memory 
The hand writing is the feeling of the skin 
 

—Clark Coolidge 
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 Parking Lot 
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Nine    to Live   by 
 
cycles    expression  sound-pain 
nameless  all     regurgitate 
tunnels   impending  nutshell 
 
final    answer   plus 
tolerance   equals    youth  
outsider's   judgment   solidify 
 
response   arms-open   jaws  
force-fed   beeline   adjective  
intrusion   spelunk  gut 
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Valence 
 
Contrary   to     unpopular  
belief,    actions   have  
 
consequences.  Too    particular  
about    her    shoes,  
 
our    girl    is  
up     to     neck  
 
engulfed   in     stones.  
As     steel    mongrels  
 
circle,    she    inhales  
panic,    deliquesces  to  
 
a     reclining   chair.  
She    thinks    How  
 
I’d     love    to  
catch    the     next  
 
train!     How…  love…  
catch …  Coal    is  
 
depleted,   fossils    defueled.  
 
The    future    crouches  
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on     gargoyles’   shoulders,  
 
waiting   for     obstinate  
fathers    to     pass. 
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Your    Shattered   Tibia 
 
asked    to     stand  
on     the     floor 
would    let     float 
numb    tongue    subsides 
 
climb    buildings   night 
never    high    enough 
metal    detectors   house 
waves    only    swell 
 
should    stop    coming 
this    last    time 
the     squid    drawn  
to     clipper's   lights 
 
don't    be     them 
after    dark    girls  
you    put    on  
never    feel    right 
 
you    look    hard  
map    like    smiling 
wish    your    teacher 
loved    her    writing 
 
don't    want    them 
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gold    moths    tickle 
field    mice    inclined 
something   in     water 
 
walk    deserted   streets 
phone    clasped   gun 
at     shadow's   flicker 
you    dial    911 
 
should    stop    coming 
said    last    time 
fame    became   pastime 
body    in     sand 
 
will    pass    by 
don't    listen    conscience 
drinking   river's    dry 
dark    cars    parked  
 
settled    their    lines 
don't    be     them 
after    street    spark 
sputter    the     time 
 
still    don't    want 
climbing   buildings   anyway 
could    never    be 
high    as     teacher 
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takes    more    license 
empty    the     lake 
world    don't    make  
the     same    mistake 
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Three   Phrase  Matrices 
 
Womb 
 
Consensus:    pink’s 
the    best   color 
 
That's      no  
opinion  I    have  
 
no       opinions 
With   no    identity  
 
there      come   
crises   no    longer 
 
 
23.5° 
 
Moral      hawk  
  from  cherry  
bough      ascends 
 
  mole  in  
pieces      Angles  
  equal  turns  
 
Spotted     muffin  
  crumb  triggers  
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sneeze      Ancient  
 
  of   Days  
finds      best  
  spot  for  
 
blizzard     and  
  best  spot  
for       picnic 
 
 
InLieuOfSpermatozoicGhonCrust(!) 
 
a    back   turns  
 
a    shoulder  crag 
 
this   little   bitter 
 
a    risky   sip 
 
always  watch   what  
 
hate   they   sprinkle  
 
in    your   milkshake 
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Expecting 
 
daddy    came    home 
day    before    tomorrow 
knew    he'd    been 
 
there    a     crash 
rush    red    bats 
the    white    abyss 
 
frigid    in     crevasse 
for    three    weeks  
his    hand    slipped 
 
I    caught    on 
no    one    expected 
the    puddle    doorway 
 
in    his     earway 
gave    him    peace 
he    had    himself 
 
a    bottle    yellow 
brighter   than    expected 
daddy    came    home 
 
his    monument  erected 
was    eating    flowers 
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wrapped   in     girders 
 
mom    making   salad 
mermaid   at     stern 
a    small    fee 
 
will    see    again 
living    leaves    something  
to    be     desired 
 
ice    quiet    miles 
there    a     flood 
centuries   ago    or 
 
what    folks    expected 
ingrained   in     rime 
ice    quiet    miles 
 
the    sky    magnet 
iron    the     undertow 
where    daddy    ascended 
 
hide    in     caves 
people    who    search 
can't    hide    what 
 
the    province   finds 
shifting   organs    leak 
count    sweat    beads  
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roll    down    cheek 
the    house    magnet 
iron    in     daddy 
 
nobody   believes   children 
are    never    expected 
if    I     lead 
 
to    porthole   lost 
our    position   look 
on    deck    hoarfrost 
 
thud    on     hull  
and    tossed    aside 
no    one    coming 
 
ship's    lungs    fluid  
falls    to     ground 
asleep    archaic   cradle  
 
lie    in     wait 
unwanted   uncalled   for 
meat    package   slung 
 
a    four-lane   tongue 
reaping   all     wheat 
he's    his     acceptance 
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under    the     rug 
sleep    through   breakfast 
steward   of     me  
 
though   never    elected 
lie    to     me 
the    never    expected 
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M  T  A  7  2  0 
 
“01001101 01100101 01110100 01110101 
01110011 00100000 01100101 01110100 
00100000 01100011 01101111 01100101 
01110010 01100011 01101001 01110100 
01101001 01101111 00100000 01110110 
01100101 01101000 01110101 01101110 
01110100 00100000 01110011 01110101 
01110000 01100101 01110010 00100000 
01000100 01000011 01000011 01011000 
01011000 00101110” 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Western 
 
you    believe   karma 
fourteen   kids    skis  
get     no     justice 
decade   cardinal   sins 
cemetery   still    ablaze 
limbs    Silver    Bow 
Joey    rock    Lucy 
he     must    die 
 
 
Prochaine Étape Wilshire Et Crenshaw 
 
pardon   French   any 
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muy    divertido   viginti 
today    too    long 
having    been    British 
how    I     be  
4gotten...  how...   sad 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & La Brea 
 
razor-blond  Gestapo   rollers 
surgical   precise   blades 
bubbles   bubbled   over  
stick    face    in 
all     root    beer 
all     my    life 
dramatic   opium    dream 
players   hallucinations  depress 
swam    boarded   boarded 
crests    sound    waves  
UV    stage    lights 
means    trough    approaches 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Fairfax 
 
party    no     fun 
partygoer   deaf    numb 
oscillate   in     three-ways 
comunicashin  implodes   unless  
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pretense   under    pressure 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & La Cienega 
 
spy    inner    eye  
something   green    government 
no     not    yet 
money    no     stained 
I     give    up 
do     we     all 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Robertson 
 
when    wang    weapon 
penetrate   investigate  hesitate 
tell    you    beautiful 
we     just    procreate 
lawsuit   might    spark  
who    the     power 
protons   and    electrons  
stay    put    equal 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Beverly 
 
priest    rabbi    walk 
the     bartender   says 
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my    name    Goering  
both    under    arrest 
idea    sick    joke 
apparently   it's     yours 
impress   your    friends 
life    another   word 
thing    every    once 
experience  her    life 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & South Santa Monica 
 
bitch    back   chippendale 
skin    tuxedo    ambition  
mosquito   backup   dancer  
4     sex    herself 
writhe    like    loyal 
baaaahing   in     tongues 
faith    based    initiative 
turtle    roll    quarters  
approached  Nick    Bottom  
fist    aggression  raised 
quickly   sat     down 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Beverly Glen 
 
Mary    son    Sam 
good    boy    Bethlehem 
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savior    the     honest 
thanks    taters    ham 
show    scam   please 
won't    let     understand 
you    could    nearly  
tear    twins    God's 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Westwood 
 
works    at     recession 
how...   sad    f***ing  
in     a     f**k 
am     f***ing   useless 
ambiguity   too    soon 
loled    out    loud  
no     heard    earbuds 
on     floor    licentiously 
laughing   fallopian   adversity 
what    Troilus   Cressida 
never    them    into 
mobile   pants    age 
age    planned   come  
here    by     now 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Bonsall 
 
esplanade   splayed   karma 
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air     and    guttural  
sounds   island    mouths 
home    hard    know 
beach    a     blanket 
under    gaseous   memories  
like    iron    pillboxes 
hermit    crabs    tortoises 
shells    within    shells 
their    mothers   think 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Barrington 
 
some    linger    are 
free    agents    chemical 
modus    operandi   brown  
bags    modern   mumbles 
they    are     where  
dirty    belongs   to 
fail    to     listen 
off-grid   sidewalks   barefoot 
watch    grown    men  
fight    far     away 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & Bundy 
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01010000 01110011 01111001 01100011 
01101000 01101111 01110000 01100001 
01110100 01101000 00100001 
 
nothing   here    move  
4ward    anti-absorbent  psychopath 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & 26th 

 
drive    onto    us 
snuck    back    door  
have    nothing   hide 
would    buy    kangaroo  
would    avenge   itself 
there    permit    that 
cry    me     beaver  
so     dam    it 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & 14th 

 
intoxic   Motrin   settle 
she    fell    into 
well    of     course 
the     nakedest   super-role 
model    personalities  patriarchal  
insecurity   stripped   cortices 
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Next Stop Wilshire & 4th 

 
please    stop    saying 
monotone   the     ampliphones 
wonder   memorize   crazy 
securities   accounts   millennia 
occasions   and    sex 
Historic   Victory   Collector's  
Plate    at     drugstore 
three    months   office 
it     not    won 
ear     yet    loling 
Elvis    Gandhi   Nazareth 
pat     on     back  
taters    off     face 
speaks    again    will  
hope    end    (never 
cage    my    breath) 
 
 
Next Stop Wilshire & the bottom of the 
bloody ocean 
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Morning Negative  Santa Monica Pier 
 
sundown assemble air dissolve 
 
mass tremble   loss light 
 
senses holes   chain-link fences 
 
five-thirty girl   rolled-up jeans 
 
strut kings    heads emerge  
 
sand disintegration sleight hand 
 
leave disc    where will  
 
land depends   measure girls 
 
iris spins    quickly clockwise 
 
progression won't  crowd flakes 
 
silent retorts   not her 
 
grandma masks  digs ambiguous  
 
figures sleep   not her 
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Fractals 
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Lacuna Zirconium 
 
Because of America's   
sit-down demographic,  
  naked girls  
moderate our choice  
to get involved in world  
  cathode-ray  
tube mail politics.   
Fortunately, the official  
 
languages crave band   
babble from a free verse  
  venom handbook.  
The elderly kabob  
tickling legible roguery  
  represent the wise  
columnist overhaul—  
the rack tucker youth  
 
represent hope for  
the architecture suntan  
  of our future.  
With commiseration  
self-inflicted, escargot  
  conics act fortified  
while bergamot  
caprice remarries  
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their agentive nunnery  
with an herbivorous  
  whirligig antenna.  
To aggrandize   
domestic equality  
  is to shelter  
a pneumonia rumor  
in a Methodism bivouac.  
 
Understand a loophole  
navigable: conk us within  
  our seaboard drake  
and you will  
unquestionably teach us  
  this anchor hooky.  
Demo good hello  
behavior to delete this,  
 
hello does not matter  
how—frankly my dear  
  ashcan lancers  
I don't give a damn  
Aditya. Americans defrost  
  murine talent  
and outlast bedtime  
meat. One scabby overdose 
 
really made us believe  
that your best bowyer was  
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  boozy, and hokum  
processor days are  
yet to come. The kazoo assault  
  clime at home  
faced many colloid  
impunity challenges.  
 
We must hush this  
Chich kebab, gauze  
  the easeful larynx  
of our backup analyst.  
To delete this prenatal  
  jelly we walked  
to the metallurgical  
park in congenial joist  
 
shirts and paid for   
an amulet to seduce carp.  
  His own chessman  
a statesmanship  
anticipation fighter  
  glazing the untidy  
skyline with muslin  
scriber, the staccato snapper  
 
outsized slipknots  
for towing lotus pontoons.  
  This summer  
he’s on Adenoma  
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learning fashion  
  for roomy Gouramis:  
how to distinguish  
pinna from humerus,  
 
bezant from vulgate  
wobble, serrated riser brandy  
  from capsule galoshes.  
With our shorn runnel  
eyesight rainfall has been  
  on a continual  
decrease. On a hill  
we watched our kneehole  
 
fleet decamp, more  
obvious than when  
  we were hassled  
by railway problems,  
sixteen apiece. I would like  
  to enjoy watching  
Hemorrhoids’ movie  
score. To delete this Jesus  
 
Judaic is comforting.  
He wanted to trounce  
  the offshore tanker,  
dilute their ice-cold bay  
of bisque, and roughhew  
  my family artifice.  
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‘Round here he’s known  
as copulation biologist, 
  a sometime zigzag. 
When he chooses   
an anteroom  
  he decides largely  
striated, smacking  
of olive orchard.  
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GagaQueue—RamsesEntrance 
 
will musician  
    supervisor volunteer? 
strip billfold  
  survives  
    Gaga rejection  
Gaga estimates  
  breathing sacrifice  
    near vandal script  
below waning repertoire  
  parliament bows  
    polarizing apology  
when will nazi  
  Gaga smile  
    above cabled freak?  
Gaga flamboyant thirsts  
  knowingly for compromise outside 
    tailing overemphasized look 
 
combined consigned  
  bay defeats plane  
    prince skeptic  
why does millet  
  Gaga qualify  
    every smegma glow?  
Gaga tolls  
    Ramses apologies  
scotch few  
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  ignorance batch  
    charges Gaga  
prompt sniff correspondent  
  describes Gaga  
    into retail news 
blame holder  
    twists stiff 
 
king Gaga toasts  
  gutter stone behind  
    backspace convention  
perfect failing  
  mouse  
    suffers Gaga 
pacifier disabling  
  machinery exists  
    outside uniform wonder 
credible pill hyphenates  
  Ramses supplies  
    near rat tsunami  
rollercoaster Ramses  
  rattles gaga behind  
    factual vote sandwich 
Gaga flashes  
  novel without  
    affected gallery slice 
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Them Hills 
 
  I've heard a circus’s in town, 
they’ll want to jerk us around. 
 You tread a gravel surface for 
  the safety of carnivores. 
 
  Some kneejerk jerk, a carnival bolt 
slips seraphim seratonin 
 as artifice wails and missiles 
  fall everywhere, crawl past 
 
  bicycles over yellow tents, targets. 
The richer jerks come back to life, 
 they strive to fuck you 
  in a forty-dollar gourmet garment. 
 
  The tick in the clock bites slices 
of Lyme, a dozen new dances  
 required for attendants. 
  Debutantes debut doctorates 
 
 at double the asking price. 
Paintings are nicer when noses  
 are high. The room smells 
  smoky and the bandwidth must burn  
 
 discs discordantly for cloudy clowns 
who, like spring, clash  
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 with carnival bolts. 
  Love you tender, gender blender, 
    
 your fetish is foolproof  
and secret with me. 
 Green goggles colorblind, 
  manic mistakes are meant to be. 
 
 She spots you watching 
through taut Venetians: 
 you buckle your cluttered asteroid belt, 
  lips slipping into little flips. 
 
 Vesuvius melts control. She took 
a year to Rome, the countryside— 
 there's a fault in them hills 
  and it converges on you. 
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Seaside Hotel 
 
Wlrr wlrrl le garçon worries not as anorexic 
bicycles scream by the sea. Gulls shit on his 
inner demons and steal their french fries. In 
a swift push red discs, flush with oven 
window, cushion it to their disappointment. 
Chained to an autocratic drainage system, 
wrong place, wrong hiatus. Wlrr wlrrl 
summons read, response judged. Sixteen 
shootings this week alone. Children recite 
the pledge of convenience. Wlrr wlrrl le 
garçon worries not when sentenced to the 
corner by terrorists. Origami cranes build a 
seaside hotel, soak it flat with crimson 
tsunamis. Krrl krrlrr Surface Tension and 
the Hydrophobics play the lobby of the 
seaside casino hotel, parochial jazz without 
the second z. Justice scales topple from the 
jetty of the seaside hotel. Symbols clash and 
the tides slow pan to suborbital re-entry: 
krilling lights twitch, our protagonist 
surrounded by ambient cooing and a gentle 
sucking scream, wlrr wlrrl. 
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Master-Slave  
(the Synthetic Fairytale Amplifier) 
 
Art catalogues  
  woman whimpers 
bundled Metro  
  vagrant beneath 
    design-school banner. 
 
Inhaling unpleasant 
  urge to  
    indict aroma  
  taxi, she  
purposely collapses,  
 
scrapes gossip 
    scales daringly  
  in emasculating 
cry: sign 
  our bible!  
 
Fiction enlarges  
  time whimpers 
phrase generator 
  stupid-drunk with 
    authorial ambition.  
 
Drink inspires  
  boring rain. 
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    Drink inspires  
  bored sketcher, 
fire escape. 
 
Behind fungus  
    store corner  
  looms brick  
rumor of  
  peace vandals.  
 
Funeral summit 
  attained on 
vernal equinox, 
  present thirteen 
    deceased politicals.  
 
She invokes  
  smoke moss  
    spirit, raunchy 
  needle in  
advertising haystack.  
 
Motorized gate  
    masks bubble  
  honey creation 
of trophy 
  wives psychic.  
 
Secretary notes,  
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  fax socks 
to laundromat, 
  separate from 
    colored personalities. 
 
Lentil chain 
  purchased at  
    roadside benefit  
  station disgusts 
backseat drivers. 
  
Machine report 
    findings inconclusive: 
  unpredictable savior 
traveled by  
  sauce comet?  
 
She initiates  
  Operation Rescue  
Youngman, breaks  
  barrier of  
    racist thistle.   
 
Detail reveals  
  education whimpers 
    self-taught basset  
  hound via  
democracy forum. 
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Shave and 
    a haircut 
  botched by 
West, Texas  
  hook barber,  
 
stain of  
  her ginger 
past documented  
  in mime  
    fault diary. 
 
Movie-star scar  
  slipper sold 
    at Charing 
  Cross; psychic  
tourist duped,  
 
photograph exam  
    danger inevitable 
  but detected 
during daring 
  priest escape.  
 
Self collates  
  outgoing wine 
whimpers blank  
  canvas' bored 
    outdoor sketcher.  
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Appropriation of  
  master-slave  
    dialectic remains  
  indistinguishable from  
paranoiac invention  
 
of collecting  
    as cultural  
  practice. Four 
stomachs digest  
  one blackb’ry. 
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The Learning Channel 
 
 The best maps are blank,  
and the best places.  
  Drops of grass  
taste watered- 
 down in the no- 
    fly zone, behind  
  the bee-free  
    bestiary. Bedfellows  
 
  of a butterscotch  
barrage wave away  
 gibberish their horny  
mate, migrate  
  south to Anemia  
   the state, welcome  
 baskets with scorchin'  
   cookies prorated.  
 
   More Moors moor  
on the moor  
   than ever, fighting  
dying alongside wolves  
 American in not quite  
  London, the species  
 the in-crowd of genius  
  gene pools. Hiway  
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 eyes map new direct  
lines, the lesser  
   undressed, the better  
inclined to receive  
  a high-five on the Eye- 
   Five for a flippant lid,  
 a flipping bitch  
  and a jet wreck  
 
   not worth stopping.  
There’s a tin bone  
 in the ears of the rattling  
cage, the timing  
   of eggs, the bathtop  
  clocks and rickets  
 of rage. Null poetic  
  reveals the idea  
 
 sustained, sublimates  
a rainbow  
   while hot- 
holding the reins.  
 Toyota demotes a homo- 
  phobe to fairy chauffeur,  
   trips from A  
  to Infiniti splitting  
 
   white sides. The bed- 
sheet advertises  
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  an outside ride past  
the night rooftop 
  scarecrow drying  
 farmers’ raw hides.  
   Future’s compass'  
 hushed rumpus  
 
 breeds dogs with no  
fur as the crow flies  
 to stuntmen who shoot  
epic blanks.  
   Some servants re- 
  dress the blood  
   clot off the press.  
  In burial armor  
 
  weak metaphors wed.  
The rowman's dead  
   in morticiate glamor  
discovered by the west  
  bank of Acheron’s  
 sewage. He learned  
   lessons from daring  
 fire escapes 
 
   as unintentions  
transferred to videotape.
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Prove That You Are Human 
 
ladies, first     I am here 
upper crust     pumpkin pie  
one hit wonder    jam tomorrow 
first world     exclamation! 
what if?     history repeats itself 
water gate   cat got your tongue 
passing lane     good luck 
 
passing lane    go berserk 
you first   don't waste time 
cat's pajamas    funny farm 
respect me    in spades 
hobson's choice   none of the above 
birthday girl    gathers moss 
collaborate and listen   hammer time 
 
collaborate and listen  best fit line 
math test   unscramble this word: rtuck 
red handed     fair and square 
black coffee    piping hot 
accidentally on purpose  to boot 
the opposite of 'up' is  spitting feathers 
up or down    empire state of mind  
 
up or down    live. love. type. 
blog this   heart's content 
spangled banner   fun with flags 
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worship nothing   I think I am 
flag day     goosebumps 
for lunch   pick me!       
cold shoulder    warp speed  
 
cold shoulder    spicy! 
caesar salad    cabbage stew 
cheese burger    hamburger bun 
eat cous cous    kosher dill 
I made tea     how about that! 
that's that   until tomorrow 
beans and rice     nutrition 
 
rice and beans     quotations 
beach ball     time machine 
forget this     there is only zul 
Queen Nefertiti   gregory peck 
hipster kitty    grumpy cat 
Stella! Stella!    Genghis Khan 
white rabbit  attila the hun 
 
white rabbit    dusk till dawn 
dharma initiative   outlook good 
yee haw     saturday detention 
union jack     Outlook not so good 
army training  near Tannhauser gate 
good morning!    heated debate 
oh, you     nosy parker 
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oh so close  watch c-beams glitter 
rocket science    space is big 
good as gold     get over it 
make a bee-line   draw a blank 
nitty-gritty    new york city 
head over heels   I have fallen 
so far away    tune in 
 
far away     major intersection 
great scott     in the dark 
mother earth  never gonna give you up 
come clean    blaze a trail 
rain tonight    sorry sight 
what even      quality time 
stay safe     thick and thin 
 
stay safe      roll again 
the next level    unlimited wishes  
harp sin   double cross 
good day     space plumber 
home, james    pleased as punch 
good for nothing   ace of spades 
very doubtful    twenty one 
 
very doubtful    carry on 
path less taken   barking mad 
full monty     spitting image 
power dressing   neck beard 
pell-mell   level playing field 
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high def      bird cage 
nth degree     higgledy piggledy 
 
third degree  heebie jeebies 
these parts     well heeled 
final answer?     bad books  
dinner bell    silver bells  
by and large    vice versa    
greased lightning   don’t stop 
ladies, first    no-brainer
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Misfortunes of Women 
 
She's loved for her words  
 contain natural flavor 
  by lame duck rubric.  
  Her bedside medic 
gauzily gazes  
 at the birth of bad behavior. 
 
Golden upchuck  
 untucks the shirttails 
  of widowed banter.  
  Her blubber-skin lantern 
overpowers the aroma  
 of sunbathing whales. 
 
Woman went wet across the board  
 misspelling her own names, 
  drenched in captivity.  
  Relative theoritivity, 
frizzy-frazzed unkempt,  
 exempts her from a quarter of fame. 
 
She always settles for all  
 fours to ogle loggers, 
  ogres of the cane.  
  Arboreal quatorzains 
and midnight organisms  
 sizzle in the drains of uncloggers. 
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Aboard a dodecadecker heathen  
 bus, her honky tonky drawl 
  a cream skin rub consumes.  
  Her blubber-skin perfume 
clouds over her devil; he harbors  
 feelings for her creaky weeping walls. 
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03112013 or Wall Street  
State of Mind circa 1994  
 
inertia plastering 
 fashion copying  
  hold literature  
   limit or limit  
 
 wayland promise 
  blood rejection  
   pigeon growing  
desk shout alarm  
 
   macintosh bite  
    army intolerance  
shine mark  
 carrier gum mistake 
 
    exchange position 
cycle omission 
 connotation mixture 
  citizen uncertainty 
 
cool burn 
 check causality 
  average driving  
   crisis sensation 
 
 compassion termination  
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  likelihood spill  
   chestnut uncle  
uncertainty driver  
 
  volunteer forecast  
   railway buffer  
imperative despite 
 test initiate incompetence 
 
   mild particle 
five disguise 
 bed chapel 
  warehouse laughter wave 
 
football alliance 
 orchestra grave 
  quote laugh 
   inclination initiate motive 
 
 inheritance on 
  hold hair 
   tail rattle 
generation pavement 
 
  singer purchase 
   tea felt 
salary numeral 
 cotton physiology 
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   stand surname 
liability pool 
 ratio exposure 
  skill temple 
 
department chord jolly 
 anticipation pun tailored 
  scatter engineering dialing 
   atheist neglect barred 
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The Patterned 
Fragment 
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/thesis museum/ 
 
Their world was supposed to end at any 
given moment,  
so everything was simultaneously morbid 
and beautiful and hilarious;  
life was a lower east side party that may 
have killed them  
but when would they get another chance to 
have it?  
 
This fairy tale economic landscape is 
littered with moral stagnation,  
character flaws, and a sense of genuine 
liveliness  
that penetrates the third wall of theater and 
leaves  
the impression that the world of drama is 
not the same reality  
 
as the world of actual society. This is 
obvious  
in Bessie Smith's sassy recording of 
“Young Woman's  
Blues,” in which she emphasizes her 
freedom  
from her man and her compulsion  
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to “drink good moonshine,” not settle 
down,  
and “get plenty men.”  Tarantino's portrayal  
of strong, justice-seeking women, both 
black  
and white bonded together in destroying  
 
the tyranny of Stuntman Mike, is a modern 
example  
of female racial equality and empowerment 
rarely seen  
in contemporary cinema, especially in such 
a violent genre  
as the self-conscious neo-sexploitation 
comedy.  
 
The black singer Mamie Smith's “Crazy 
Blues,”  
featuring a brass orchestra backing her 
voice,  
helped usher in the overnight success of 
then- 
fashionable blues music. This is comforting 
to Jerry  
 
because he discovers that all of his cynical 
views  
about human interaction and love and honor  
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are true, and he cannot bear to exist in a 
world  
where “we can so misunderstand.” All of 
these  
 
self-indulgent, machismo characteristics 
contrast  
with Hemingway's bleak, hopeless portraits  
of sexual and gender-oriented frustration in 
The Sun  
Also Rises. He believes in “the distance  
 
that is supposed to be between people,”  
which is fairly evident in the Chief's human  
relationships. Rossellini's sympathy with 
Christian  
humanism is the foundation for his beliefs,  
 
and in a reflecting manner he positions 
characters  
against their polar opposites regardless of 
each  
one's national origin. In poetry this appears  
as formal experimentation, with variable 
feet,  
 
syllabic poems, metrical fluctuation, 
minimalism  
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and imagism, and other techniques 
alongside content  
that realizes not only man's affinity for 
injustice,  
but also the earth's beautiful and miraculous 
properties  
 
as well. Such a blend of the speaker's 
individual  
life with the temporality of masses of 
people  
and their own individualities suggests that 
poetry  
can be at once emotional and significant for 
one person  
 
while it infiltrates and affects the thoughts  
and lives of millions of readers, who can 
relate  
to the landmarks and historical figures 
represented  
in the poem as well as the personal situation 
of the speaker.  
 
The full expression of “Love is not all” is 
not  
intended to be taken at face value; Millay 
writes  
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it in a hesitant tone using a casual reproach 
to force  
the reader to look past the words she is 
saying and instead  
 
look at the way she is saying them, which is  
in a vulnerable, generous, emotionally torn 
manner.  
The speaker's tone creates an overwhelming 
feeling  
of depression, faithlessness, and isolation, 
the voice  
 
of a patient in a wartime psychologist's 
chair,  
and an atmosphere of dilapidation beyond 
beneficial recovery—by creating a 
character drowning  
in traumatic stress, Gurney laments the 
capability of war  
 
to emotionally sever an entire generation  
from its peers. Both the poems and the 
novel  
have tones of pointlessness; there are of 
course  
important wisdoms offered by each but 
their overall lack  
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of cohesiveness and meaning reflects  
conscious decisions by the authors to create  
dismissive, disordered accounts of two eras  
that were dismissive and disordered 
themselves.  
 
I heard from the people that liked it  
that the most important parts were the 
passages  
when Sal dips into profound thoughts, i.e. 
“...because  
the only people for me are the mad ones...” 
and not  
 
the whole book as literature. This all  
seems intentional, as a catharsis for 
Kerouac  
to scrutinize his naïve ways through the 
unreliable  
narrator in his own brain. The nuclear bomb  
 
presence in both books hearkens to 
Ginsberg's  
fascination with the threat of world 
destruction.  
The other one that I loved was “The Lion 
for Real,”  
just for its casual silliness. While the FBI's 
description  
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of Ginsberg's personality reads like a 
personal  
attack on a mentally challenged enemy of 
the state,  
that persona is the exact being Ginsberg 
manufactures:  
a being who is not irrational and unstable 
himself, 
 
but enthusiastically adopts such experiences  
through his friends and surroundings in 
order  
to howl out his message of love, time, 
disarray,  
and the general hilarious unfairness of the 
universe.  
 
While Blake keeps his authorial identity  
removed from his long poems to keep their 
tones  
biblically prophetic, Ginsberg places 
himself at the heart  
of each of his visions and thus makes 
himself a sufferer  
 
with his subjects—an interactive, saint- 
like approach to spirituality. While 
Gingerich  
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offers a unique side to the argument as a 
University  
astronomer raised with a highly religious 
Mennonite  
 
background, his compromised Christian 
views fail  
to accommodate the enormous advances in 
scientific discovery  
that continue to disprove the Bible's 
miraculous accounts.  
The Friar, in addition to other prominent 
characters  
 
with similar behavior, embodies Chaucer's  
commentary on the flexibility of gender  
roles in medieval England—while he can  
uphold a position in which masculinity is a 
necessary  
 
feature, the Friar can also harness  
the self-consciousness of a metrosexual  
lifestyle to make more profit than he could  
merely by begging and appearing 
downtrodden.  
 
Chicago, St. Louis, New York, and Atlanta  
became destinations for black rural 
emigrants  
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and during the depression Chicago became  
the “Capital of the Blues” with its cool,  
 
fashionable blues music scene.  
As the plot develops, the Lord  
and Lady socially separate  
from their society and its values,  
 
and the way they treat each other  
is a direct inversion of what is expected  
for a married couple in a Christian  
world, reflecting their misguided minds.  
 
Thus when the shock of sentimental  
memories triggered by Lady's face hits  
the speaker, his pain overcomes the reader  
in equal proportions. Berryman's elegiac 
voice  
 
sounds caustic, depressed, and self-
mocking,  
and leaves the reader wondering whether  
the poems are requiems or suicide notes.  
He feels the troops should not be accepted  
 
blindly as noble heroes—they deserve 
sympathy for the horrors they are 
commanded  
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to face, and Tennyson separates honor from 
sympathy  
by the intensity of negative circumstances 
and outcomes  
 
that induce such emotions in the public  
observer. Although this satire is meant to be  
humorous, it is hard to garner professional 
respect  
for a poet who uses lyrical devices as 
immature  
 
as the sarcastic nursery rhymes of 
obnoxious  
playground toddlers. He wanted to be  
in infantry and everyone told him he was  
“crazy,” the same reaction received by 
Michael  
 
Herr's correspondents when they explain  
that they volunteered to go to Vietnam  
as civilians. Even though Spike Lee is male  
and incapable of recreating an accurate 
female  
 
experience on film through the filter  
of his own inexperienced mind,  
his empowering depiction of Nola  
reflects an optimism for the self- 
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respecting capability of black women  
in American society. Both books view 
violence  
as a problem among men that affects the 
authors  
as activist women, and both exhibit a lack  
 
of personal immersion in Vietnam, often  
making the war a far away background  
event foregrounded by grotesque domestic  
dysfunction in America. These poets 
document  
 
their battles between the desperate  
satisfaction of their earthly bodies  
and the Calvinist requirements of their 
souls,  
in verses ingested by an audience of readers  
 
going through the same doubts  
and repression in the same stifling culture.  
While the narrators differ in their 
observations  
of the natural, they formally converge in 
concise lines,  
 
attention to rhyme, images  
of secular isolation, and narrative voltas  
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halfway through each poem. After showing  
off the specs of their new resonator to Brian  
 
and I, Roger and Simon resumed  
their improvised beachfront set  
that we had interrupted with our small  
talk. Throughout the course of the book,  
 
Frank is born, grows up, dies,  
and then lives on after the book  
ends, as both a living character  
in the narrative and as an immortal  
 
creation of literature; formally too,  
the poems' sentence structures resist  
death by never ending as the poems bleed  
into one another seamlessly without any 
end  
 
punctuation that would suggest division.  
Franklin's openness in admitting this  
vanity reveals a timely faculty  
for individualistic reason developing  
 
in America, lending his work a sense  
of authenticity which remains absent  
from the repressed conservative texts  
of the outdated Puritan and Quaker works.  
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The first four lines of this sestet  
refer back to the content of the octave,  
in a symmetrical, chronologically reflective  
manner that breaks off with an end-stop  
 
and resumes with a rhetorical question  
and a sigh of longing in the concluding 
couplet.  
Bertolucci uses his poetic background and 
artistic vision  
to frame some of the most hauntingly 
beautiful shots  
 
in cinema history, highlighting the eye  
of the camera in the development of 
Clerici's  
psychological destruction. Both Beaver’s  
“Mapleton Drive News” paper and Little 
Pete’s  
 
WART basement radio provide  
a sense of community between the children  
and their neighborhoods of suburban adults  
through the aid of independent media— 
 
while Beaver’s understaffed  
newspaper only lasts briefly,  
it establishes a community among potential  
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advertisers and peers, and Little Pete’s 
radio  
 
station initially divides the youth  
from their elders but eventually  
brings closure to multiple episodes’  
plots. Frequently in these plays  
 
Shakespeare suggests the subjectivity  
of truth and points out the deceptive  
nature of the Theater, an institution  
whose success or failure is entirely 
contingent  
 
on the psychological manipulation  
of its diverse audience, and even his  
writing process is tinted by obfuscation  
of historical fact for the benefit of telling  
 
intricate lies. Pinter's use of various  
props and specified lighting points  
to how much truth is actually being shed  
at any given moment. The novel's 
ostentatious  
 
layering of excess (be it syntactical, 
financial, musical, etc.) covers  
up the real truth of any concept or object  
in the narrative world, if that truth exists  
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to begin with. Septimus finds patterns  
by reading his environment and decoding  
the beauty of words in the sky, just  
as the reader must find the patterns  
 
and beauty in Woolf's narrative structure  
to fully comprehend the novel; in this way,  
Woolf reflects the role of the reader  
in interpreting meaning for the words  
 
she presents. The clash of oriental  
and occidental spiritualism appears  
both explicitly and formally, in text  
juxtapositions and section headings,  
 
and implies that as the world grows  
smaller the attempt to combine  
cultures into something ideal  
is as fruitless as trying  
 
to write a wholly original  
work in a canon that has already  
included every original concept  
imaginable. Shakespeare's reversion  
 
to the extended nautical conceit  
signifies both his ability to adapt  
a redundant convention of the genre  
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and his failure to completely remove 
himself  
 
from the confining boundaries set  
by Wyatt's domestication of the sonnet  
in the English language. Milton's tone could  
be considered dynamic; his speaker moves  
 
from rueful to hopeful by the poem's end,  
revealing his steadfast belief in his own  
conscience. Kurosawa's narrative remains  
focused on Shakespeare's sense of betrayal,  
 
corruption, and disaster, but his stylized  
approach to tone emerges through  
his unique use of symbolism in colors,  
settings, and Japanese history. Indeed,  
 
she follows the Lyrical Ballads  
guidelines so closely that she creates a 
distilled  
Romanticism which surpasses both 
Wordsworth's  
and Coleridge's poetic attempts. After  
 
three minutes it eventually takes  
the form of a sizable shaggy-haired  
hyperactive mime on an up-close,  
indistinguishably zoomed sidewalk  
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that could be in any park  
in America. About 30 pages  
into the book I was no longer  
phased by these terms, and I suspect 
 
this is the same  
desensitizing feeling a junky  
experiences after frequent  
exposure to his junk. 
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